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SFO



What is 

San 

Francisco



DAL



What is 

Dallas-Love 

Field



YVR





GDL





MFE





Of the below categories, 

this one triggers more calls 

to corporate security 

departments than any other

• Bombings

• Slips/Trips/Falls

• Active shooter



What is 

Slips/Trips/Falls



An organization’s 

obligation to provide a 

safe work environment 

extends to hotels, airlines, 

ground transportation 

providers and public 

transportation (T or F) 





Term to describe an 

organization’s obligation to 

do everything reasonably 

practical to protect the 

health and safety of 

employees





These departments 

or functional areas 

of an organization 

are responsible 

for traveler safety





One of three concepts 

of risk management 

you should incorporate 

into your travel policy, 

according to GBTA















What is Destination 

Management 

Company 











This Midwestern 

airport is named for 

the man who is 

considered the 

father of the US Air 

Force





Appleton 

International 

Airport’s (ATW) 

name prior to 

August 2015







What is 

Washington, DC

Dulles 

(Sec of State 1953-

1959) 







With 33,531 acres 

(52.4 sq miles), this 

is the largest 

airport, by land 

area, in the US



What is DEN 

(Denver, CO)





What is 

United Airlines





What is

Qantas Airways





What is

Southwest Airlines 





What is

Cathay Pacific







What is

Turkish Airlines



This category of airline 

revenue includes such 

non-ticketed sources 

as bag fees, food and 

internet access



What is 

Ancillary



The three major 

global airline 

alliances are 

OneWorld, Star 

Alliance and this



What is SkyTeam



Term for an airline 

partnership which 

allows different carriers 

to align service 

offerings as well as 

share costs, revenues 

and risk



What is a Joint 

Venture



This company, a third 

party data consolidator, 

allows airlines to see 

their client’s air spend 

and booking patterns 

from multiple agencies



What is Prism



Contract term name to 

describe this type of 

travel

On UA – ORDGRB

On AA – PHLMKE

On DL – MSPATW



What is Hub 







WHAT TIME 

IS IT



RENTAL 

CARS



TECHNOLOGY



LOGOS



“A”IRLINES



INTERNATIONAL 

TRAVEL
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The time in 

Milwaukee when it’s 

7:30am in Los 

Angeles, CA 



What is 9:30am



The time in 

Nashville, TN when 

it’s 7:00pm in 

Mexico City 



What is 7:00pm



The time in Seattle 

when it’s 10:00am in 

Halifax, Nova Scotia 



What is 6:00am



The time in 

Chicago when it’s 

11:15pm in 

London 



What is 5:15pm



The time in Tokyo, 

Japan when it’s 

11:50am in Miami, FL  



What is 1:50am 

(the next day)



Type of rental that 

usually incurs 

additional fees since 

the renter does not 

drop the car off at the 

pick up location



What is a

One-Way Rental



Term used to describe 

rentals which typically 

last just a few hours 

and can originate from 

almost anywhere in a 

major metropolitan area



What is CarShare



LDW is the acronym 

for this; something 

you’ll need if your 

personal car 

insurance doesn’t 

cover rentals



What is Loss Damage 

Waiver



Car rental category 

which includes 

vehicles such as 

Bentley and Porsche



What are exotic 

rentals



Company who only 

rents Audi A4s and all 

are the same color



What is Silvercar



Most major hotel chains 

now allow guests to unlock 

their room door using this 

feature within the chain’s 

mobile app



What is a digital key



In October 2017, this 

company released 

“Pixel Buds,” a device 

which can live 

translate over 100 

languages  



What is Google 



The Cornerstone 

Information Systems’ 

web-based reporting 

tool



What is iBank



A Concur product 

allowing organizations 

to view their travelers’ 

locations on a map and 

send a text message if 

there is an emergency 

situation



What is MapCast



Name for the technology 

which decentralizes 

transactions allowing 

for safer data transfers 

because there is no 

database to be hacked 



What is Blockchain





What is American 

Airlines





What is the 

Pfister Hotel





What is 

Uber





What is Concur





What is Dane County

Regional Airport



Formed in 1932 as 

McGee Airways, this 

carrier’s corporate 

headquarters is not 

in the state which 

bears it’s name



What is 

Alaska Airways



In February 2017, 

Delta Airlines took a 

49% stake in this 

North American 

airline



What is Aeromexico



This Star Alliance 

member is the largest 

airline in Japan



What is ANA

(All Nippon Airways)



One of two major 

South Korean airlines



What is Asiana





Brazilian carrier 

based in suburban 

Sao Paulo



What is Azul 

(or Azul Brazilian 

Airlines)



An endorsement, marked 

in a passport, permitting 

the passport holder to 

enter, travel through or 

reside in a country for a 

specified amount of time



What is a Visa 



Qantas recently 

challenged airplane 

manufacturers to produce 

a plane which can fly 20 

straight hours with the 

goal of flying from Sydney 

to New York and Sydney to 

this city, non-stop



What is London



Drivers in France, 

Spain, Germany, Italy 

and Turkey all drive on 

this side of the road



What is Right (just like 

the US)



BRICS replaced the 

acronym BRIC in 2010 

when South Africa 

joined these four 

countries with emerging 

national economies



What are Brazil, 

Russia, India and 

China



The Trusted Traveler 

program which allows 

pre-screened travelers 

expedited processing 

when entering the US and 

Canada



What is Nexus



GBTA



For eight years in a row, 

GBTA-Wisconsin has 

completed this GBTA 

initiative, one of only 

four chapters to do so



What is the 

Chapter Challenge


